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“The poems in Chike Nzerue’s Architecture of Dust attend to 
the senses in the ways only a physician-poet can: that is to 
say, they blur the boundaries between feeling and intellect, 
sensation and abstraction, and so forth. The result is a 
collection that resists the intelligence, as Wallace Stevens 
exhorts, ‘almost successfully,’ and in doing so, guides readers 
toward a space of underexplored experiential terrain. 
Moreover, though Nzerue is a Romantic at heart — nods to 
Keats abound — he never gives in to that mode’s troubling 
flourishes or indulgences. Rather, these poems bring us 
to the edge of reality full of pain, but rather than beautify 
it, or look away, they invite us to probe the intricacies of 
strong feeling, revealing its centrality to human feeling and 
human being.”

—John James

“The best of these poems sparkle with arresting images 
and recall Okigbo’s incantatory power. Nzerue displays 
versatility as he fashions memory, myth, and history into 
poems that evoke innocence, nostalgia, and loss.”

—Okey Ndibe, author of Foreign Gods, Inc.

“Chike Nzerue is a master smithy of pleasing sonic 
combinations. ‘. . . of a centurion in the salt wars of 
abstinence / that covered enough miles to make Pheidippides 
jealous,’ he writes. I find myself basking in the a!erglow of 
assonant combinations. This book is a pleasure!”

—Kyle McCord, author of Reunion of the Good Weather Suicide Cult



“If there were ever a collection that captured so elegiacally 
one’s interactions with and responses to the intricacies of 
love, belonging, death, and acceptance, Chike Nzerue’s 
Architecture of Dust is just that book. Largely written "om a 
physician’s perspective, Nzerue’s poems examine the "agility 
of our bodies, looking at the death of a sibling, the remorse 
that follows a misdiagnosis, the o!en predictable and 
debilitating e#ects of middle age, and the harsh realities of 
cancer. But Nzerue’s talent lies in his ability to move beyond 
the clinical lens, and whether traversing the speaker’s home 
continent of A"ica, the U.S. Midwest, Las Vegas, or the 
mazes of the human heart, Architecture of Dust always focuses 
on what one can do to never let regret linger longer than it 
needs to. These poems are medicine for a wounded world. 
Here is our chance to heal.”

—Esteban Rodríguez, author of The Valley and Before the Earth Devours Us

“If the physical body—its processes, its pain, its generational 
wisdom—has a language of its own, nephrologist-poet Chike 
Nzerue is its translator. In ‘Stethoscope,’ the ubiquitous  tool 
becomes a metaphor for listening to the soul of both patient 
and physician—‘When I lend you my ears, / you harvest 
rhapsodies / of wholeness / or glean blue songs / for the 
broken parts’—while in ‘Henrietta Lacks,’ the immortal Hela 
cell takes the place of Keats’s Grecian urn as an occasion for a 
meditation on art, death, and truth (indeed, Keats’ brief career 
as a surgeon’s assistant is not lost on Nzerue). In addition to 
his medical references, Nzerue’s artistic touchstones bridge 
past and present: here Tupac, Rihanna, and Nipsey Hussle take 
their places in the poetic pantheon alongside Keats, Dickinson, 
and Williams. Architecture of Dust is also a paean to Nzerue’s native 
Nigeria, as well as a lament for the years spent away "om it: this 
collection embodies the ‘dueling seas’ of geography and culture 
that meet to create a storm in the heart.”

—Rachel Abramowitz
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For Godfrey & Grace, my parents 



Though still unravish’d bride of quietness,
Though foster-child of silence and slow time,

Sylvan historian, who canst thus express
A flowery tale more sweetly than our rhyme:

What leaf-"ing’d legend haunts about thy shape
Of deities or mortals, or of both,

In Tempe or the dales of Arcady?

—John Keats, “Ode on a Grecian Urn”

Heavenly Father, We are Dust—
We apologize to thee
For thine own Duplicity—

—Emily Dickinson, “‘Heavenly Father’”
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who saw my “ugly lines” and helped polish them into poems.
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Part I

Tulips & Breath





3

Like an Opelika line dance, words are asked
To jiggle o# the page.

Wearing its heart on its sleeve, such he!
Swaggering a ponderous tread of trochee.

The dance moves magical, metrical,
Like madrigals, yet

Somber & bluesy as a down-
Tempo boogie woogie.

Each line made to bench-
Press pain and blues alike,

Open & close heart
Valves, and light shines

Through the mind’s eyes,
Through those seas

Bearing the searing lash
& ecstatic gash of its rules.

Sing the dance & re"ain
In sambas of alliteration,

Wield double-talk into
The blossom of couplets—

All it’s got to lose
Hangs by this ruse:

What Is on the Line?
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Haul a dope world of plot
On a guitar string, bent as B.B’s Lucille.

At the world’s end, lines must fall 
Well before verse & song.
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Ode to Breath

Roil of pistons & bellows—

this orgy of empty and fill—

so much of it silent

inflation & deflation, seize 
& release within a cage of ribs—

winged airflow, a blown kiss

(rustle of dry leaves

supple and so!er than a hiss)

blued only by a

conspiracy of pollen & mites

drinking breath through straw

so despair rattles lung branches,

heart-shaped mouth agape—
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Lost Boy of Davidson County

Before I could hold
or name you, you sailed away

to the waters of Nashville—
lost in the arms of two rivers—

one confederate, one union—
what did I know about how scarce

the father’s shadow casts
before the son’s light is out.

Famished & torn yet
strong I stayed for your mum,

pruned to a dark granite,
shoulder of a father bearing clouds 

in his head, through morning walks
round old Hickory Lake’s ripples

playing Marco Polo, our layaway game
of searching for hidden violets— 

blue with dreaming.
Finding them, I find you pulsing 

through that ultrasound—
they look at us and I see red wreaths

shaped like question marks, 
Why you le! and I stayed?
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You arrived in blood, conceived 
in East London,

a night without armor
and le! in trickles of red—

breaking three hearts 
that beat so singly—

in the art of drowning a sky 
under slate, lowdown water.
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Stethoscope

Black sidekick, Laenec’s
bequest, coiled like a mamba,
a man in a white coat 
lost in a field of poppies.

Apart, we’re mired in bleak
straits, like Keats’s lines—
together, ventriloquist
& dummy, powers imbued
like the sta# of Hermes—

When I lend you my ears,
you harvest rhapsodies
of wholeness
or glean blue songs
for the broken parts.


